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PUMPKIN HEAD WIND WAVER
Halloween

Product Required:
1x Pumpkin Stacker Multi Foil Balloon 4194001
5x Link-O-Loon 660 Fashion White 20001145
16x 5” Fashion Aquamarine 20009080
18x 5” Fashion black 20001988
1x 260 Fashion White 20002787
2x 12” Fashion black 20009380 (For water/sand weight)
(Use tent pegs and 260’s as alternative for grass installation)

 

Construction Method:
1. Separate the bottom pumpkin shape from the top 3 shapes by pulling apart the joining flaps. 
2. Create 3 clusters of 4x 5” balloons inflated to around 4” per balloon.
3. Create 2 clusters of 4x 5” balloons inflated to around 3” per balloon.
4. Tie 1 of the smaller clusters into the large cluster & repeat with the remaining small cluster   
 to finish, these will be used as the bases.
5. Create 2 sand or water weights using the 2 12“ balloons
6. For the hands, create 2 clusters of 3x 5” balloons inflated to around 3” per balloon, then   
 inflate 1x 5” balloon to 4” & tie into the cluster of 3, repeat with the other cluster of 3.
7. For the legs, inflate 2x Link-O-Loon with air to required length, & tie together at the nozzle.
8. Tie each linking tip into the bases you created in step 5
9. Air fill a Link-O-Loon and tie the nozzle into the joint of the legs, then wrap in a cluster of 4x  
 5” that you created in step 1.
10. Inflate the foil pumpkin shape with helium & tie the valve off with a scrap of 260, then tie into  
 the linking tip of the body, leaving around an inch of space between the foil & Link-O-Loon.
11. For the arms, inflate 2x Link-O-Loon with air to required length, & tie together at the nozzle.
12. Make of duplet of 5” balloons & twist into the joint of the arms.
13. Tie the hands from step 5 into the end of each arm.
14. Pull the arms & duplet in between the pumpkin head & body, then twist in the final cluster as  
 made in step 1 above the arms.
15. If you are to display outdoors on grass, we would recommend using tent pegs pushed into the  
 ground with a scrap of 260 tied on and then wrapped around the clusters at the base.

See our Pumpkin stack wind waver tutorial for a great way to use the leftover pumpkin shapes.

Estimated Labour time: 25 minutes.
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